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Can You Find Saints? Introducing Your Child to Holy Men and Women is filled with inviting,

kid-friendly illustrations. Building on the fun and adventure of the award-winning Can You Find

Jesus? Introducing Your Child to the Gospel,Can You Find Saints? will provide hours of learning

and delight for children. The stories of the heroes of the faith spring to life in dazzling pictures that

sprinkle a little learning in with the fun. Includes a Parent's Guide. Casebound. 48 pages.

Four-color. Other titles in this series include Can You Find Jesus?, Can You Find Bible Heroes?,

and Can You Find Followers of Jesus?.
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Children's Books--First PlaceThis book is a fascinating way to learn about the saints. The saints are

grouped in specific categories but then the final search is Saints in the Making which gives the

children a look at what it takes to become a modern day saint. As always the second part is a

parent's guide to the previous searches and provides an excellent teaching tool. Recommended for

children of all ages. --Catholic Book Awards

PHILIP D. GALLERY is a published poet and teaches a writing workshop. He lives on a Christmas

tree farm in West Virginia with his wife and four children. JANET L. HARLOW studied art design at

Montgomery College. She creates pen-and-ink artwork by commission but began her career in book



illustration recently with the best-selling Can You Find Jesus? She and her husband live in West

Virginia. They have a daughter and a grandson.

Great look and find book to learn so many things from. Got this book for our daughters First

Communion. They really like it and really spent a lot of time looking at it and finding the saints. It

offers a chance to look into the lives of many saints. It is beautifully colored and the pages are thick

and not really thin and should hold up to some use. This would be a great book for First

Communions and even those with little ones that need to be occupied at mass. Will be buying this in

the future to use as gifts since our girls like it so much. Thanks for making such a good quality

Catholic children's book.

Had been looking for a child's book of Saints for a rambunctious grandson's First Holy Communion -

one that truly told about the Saints in a respectful and informative manner but also one that would

hold his attention. THIS IS IT!! I got an A+++ from his parents and was informed that he even takes

it to bed with him - he absolutely loves it!!

I first bought it for my kid's friend's (5yo) birthday present. My 7 yo, 5yo, and me peeked through it,

and we fell in love with it. This is like an "I spy" book where the kids look to find a picture. What's

good about this book is it gives history of saints and their virtues. On the back pages of this book,

there are some instructions for parents who want to even talk further to their kids how to follow the

saints footsteps in real world.

I love this book. I bought it as a gift for my granddaughter. It features so many of the saints with

information about different ones, but at the same time it will be fun to search through the pictures to

find them. It is just like the Where's Waldo books, but more of a Traditional Catholic version. Well

worth the money.

Like a Catholic version of Where's Waldo, but also has extra layers of teachable moments if you

want to go deeper. There are extra things to find in the back once you've found the items on each

page. We love it!

The PERFECT Church busy book for the preschool set. No crayons or other risky equipment for

Church, but it keeps both my 2yo and my almost 5yo quietly entertained for large chunks of Mass.



Nice, but a little chewy unless older kids. Still, nice putting-into-context book without necessarily

being a biography. Try this one.

The drawings are detailed and each page has multiple saints not just the hidden ones you have to

find. There is a brief bio on the saint you have to find, just enough for young minds to remember. I

would follow with the feast days and do this book, or save it for all Saints day.
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